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airway The passage by which air reaches a person’s lungs.
He kept the man s airway clear and blood circulating.

asthma
A respiratory condition marked by attacks of spasm in the bronchi of the
lungs, causing difficulty in breathing. It is usually connected to allergic
reaction or other forms of hypersensitivity.

breathe Be alive; remain living.
She breathes the Christian spirit.

breathing
A sign in Greek or indicating the presence of an aspirate rough breathing or
the absence of an aspirate smooth breathing at the beginning of a word.
The boy was disappointed to find only skeletons instead of living breathing
dinosaurs.

cough A condition of the respiratory organs causing coughing.
The smoker coughs all day.

emit Express audibly; utter sounds (not necessarily words.
Even the best cars emit carbon dioxide.

exhalation The process or action of exhaling.
He let his breath out in a long exhalation of relief.

exhale Give out (breath or an odor.
He exhaled the smoke towards the ceiling.

expiration The exhalation of breath from the lungs.
At the end of expiration there is still a slight inflation in the lungs.

freshen Make (to feel) fresh.
The waitress freshened their coffee.

halitosis Offensive breath.

inhale Draw in (air.
Later on I inhale a box of chocolate cookies while watching cable TV.
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inhaler A portable device for administering a drug which is to be breathed in, used
for relieving asthma and other bronchial or nasal congestion.

lung

Each of the pair of organs situated within the ribcage, consisting of elastic
sacs with branching passages into which air is drawn, so that oxygen can
pass into the blood and carbon dioxide be removed. Lungs are characteristic
of vertebrates other than fish, though similar structures are present in some
other animal groups.
The city had to be given lungs in the shape of open spaces squares parks
and gardens.

nasal A nasal speech sound.
The nasal passages.

nostril Either one of the two external openings to the nasal cavity in the nose.

oxygen
A nonmetallic bivalent element that is normally a colorless odorless tasteless
nonflammable diatomic gas; constitutes 21 percent of the atmosphere by
volume; the most abundant element in the earth’s crust.
An oxygen supply.

pant Utter while panting as if out of breath.
We ll never have time she panted.

puff A light inflated pastry or puff shell.
A puff of wind swung the weathercock round.

refresh Refresh one s memory.
Refresh the screen frequently to make mistakes easier to identify.

respiration The action of breathing.
Opiates affect respiration.

respire Recover hope, courage, or strength after a time of difficulty.
Lichens respire at lower levels of temperature and moisture.

resuscitate Make (something) active or vigorous again.
An ambulance crew tried to resuscitate him.

resuscitated Restored to life or consciousness.

scuba Scuba diving.
Scuba gear.

smoke Cure or preserve food especially meat or fish by exposure to smoke.
You re going to buy some smokes of your own.

sniff An amount of air or other substance taken up by sniffing.
The Olympic hosts will at least get a sniff at a medal.

stifler A person who stifles or smothers or suppresses.
He is a real conversation stifler.
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whiff Perceive by inhaling through the nose.
The gust of air whiffed away the clouds.


